FORESTRY GATE
The Forestry Gate allows you to give out the combination for one lock to people that you
temporarily permit to use the gate. The combination is changeable. The second lock can
be used to open the gate by authorized personnel using a key.
The Forestry Gate is designed to be tamper proof. It protects both locks from weapons,
hammers, saws and other tools that might be used to force entry. This gate is ideal for
protecting roads, trails, etc., that are remotely located. Preventing unauthorized vehicle
travel.

•• Double Lock for Keyed or
Combination Entry
•• Vandal Proof
•• Easy to Operate and
Maintain
•• Custom Sizes and Colors
Available
Gate shown protecting a remote road. Available in custom sizes.
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Each gate is constructed of 4” heavy gauge square tubing. All
hinges are reinforced and locked in place to prevent the removal
of the gate from its hinges when closed. The gate post assemblies
extend into the ground 4’ft for strength and added support.

FORESTRY Gate
The tamper proof cover that houses the locks allows easy access to unlock the gate without
allowing the combination lock to be removed. The double rail slide latch has grease fittings built-in, to
make sliding open the gate latch easy today and for years to come.

Double rail slide latch shown in the open position.

The nylon bottom
support is attached
to the gate
post assembly
to guide the
gate into position
when closing.

The gate can be open with either
the combination or the keyed lock.

Sag adjustment built-in top rail

Nylon bottom support on post

The Forestry Gate has a height adjuster built-in the top rail of the gate that makes it easy to adjust
the gate for sag. This keeps the latch assembly perfectly aligned. Each gate comes complete with a
keyed and combination heavy duty lock, instructions and all mounting hardware.
Part Number

Description

Color

Weight

Dimensions

FS4168

Forestry Gate - 14 ft.

Primer

2850 lbs

5-1/2’ x 14’

FS4167

Forestry Gate - 12 ft.

Primer

2750 lbs.

5-1/2’ x 14’

FS4169

Forestry Gate - 16 ft.

Primer

2950 lbs.

5-1/2’ x 16’

FS4170

Forestry Gate - 18 ft.

Primer

3050 lbs.

5-1/2’ x 18’

FA24168

Double Lock Forestry Gate - 14 ft.

Primer

6000 lbs.

Note: Dimensions listed above are for gate opening only add 6’ to total length to include the 2 posts, 3’ on each side of
gate.
* Patent Pending

